
A CUSTOMER  JOURNEY

In the live sports industry, the pressure to excel is paramount. So how do two divergent groups discover a way 
to reach beyond standard operating procedures, and do it better with each subsequent event? This is the 
story of how brilliant collaboration changed the way live sporting events are handled. And resulted in the 
development team being awarded the 2020 OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL TEAM STUDIO Emmy Award. 

Super Bowl LI 2016-2017

The Challenge

In 2016 the relationship between Levels Beyond, whose Reach Engine Media 
Management platform enables production teams to organize, find, share and 
produce digital media to reach more audiences, and Fox Sports took a dramatic 
turn. Fox Sports wanted to manage its coverage of Super Bowl LI in a new way so 
they asked Levels Beyond, “Why would a cloud workflow NOT work?”

At a time when everyone was scared of the cloud, this was an innovative chal-
lenge. Instead of deflecting the question, Levels Beyond upped the ante by taking 
it to the next step. If a cloud workflow would be effective.

To effectively get clips out of the truck for Fox and into the cloud, Levels Beyond 
used a hybrid approach. By running the Reach Engine platform in AWS, it served 
as the main interface for all users. Reach Engine was also at the venue in Houston 
watching ISIS storage for new clips from EVS, integrating with Vantage, to create 
preview-able proxies and leveraging Aspera for 
accelerating the file transfer to the cloud.

The Solution



On the heels of Super Bowl LI, Fox Sports and Levels Beyond teamed up again for 
the FIFA Confederations Cup being held in Russia. This time, however, the venue 
was 5,500 miles and ten houses away from the home base of Los Angeles. The 
event included 16 matches played over 15 days and had to account for an anti-vi-
rus (AV) scan process.

FIFA Confederations Cup 2017

The Challenge

To deal with this challenge, Reach Engine leveraged Aspera to move files to the 
cloud. That’s where the AV Scan would process the files and transfer them to a 
location for Reach Engine to ingest, parse metadata and broker a proxy file 
creation using cloud transcoding. Editors in LA could preview and identify 
files,automatically making them available on near line storage.Reach Engine’s 
Premiere Panel was incorporated into the workflow so that editors had eyes into 
Reach Engine directly from Adobe Premiere. There was also the added ability for 
finished content, created in LA, to be ingested into Reach Engine for back up and 
posterity.

The Solution

The Result

All the media required was ingested and cataloged in Reach Engine, allow-
ing LA-based staff to continue to leverage the media after the event and 
venue shut down. No one had ever done this before. Overall, this was a 
success.



Close the gap when a file opens at the venue through 

AV scan - until it’s stored in LA.

Move files to LA faster for edit and closer to 

real-time.

Move files to Moscow for EVS as fast as possible.

Create sub clips live as the match is happening from 

any feed.

Now Fox Sports and Levels Beyond set their 
sights on the 2018 FIFA Men’s World Cup in 
Moscow.

The excitement to partner together again for the 
FIFA Women’s World Cup brought all of the success 
of Men’s World Cup to the table, with an effort to 
improve the contributions of every single
process.

They spent eight months preparing, with 
more ambitious goals:

The Result

As a result, there was an enormous library of content with mixed
data models. All the content was organized so that the assets could be 
found and accessed quickly, anytime. Users in LA wereable to edit content, 
delivered and scanned.

With only 90 days of preparation, another success for  
Fox Sports and Levels Beyond.

Why do we need to setup edit bays in a remote 

truck?

Why do we need to uproot staff and put them in

unfamiliar environments?

Can’t we just clip off the live feed while the event is 

happening?

How can we keep our staff home and provide the 

best content to our viewing audience?

FIFA Confederations Cup 2017

More everything! And without a safety net.

FIFA Women’s World Cup 2018-2019

To make this amazing operation cost-effective, there 
was a split contingent of productions 
operations between Moscow and Los Angeles. This 
resulted in a huge cost savings and allowed many to
work in the comfort of their “home” facility.

Every rule was broken as this multi-location 
ecosystem leveraged all the best in class tools. The 
ability to remotely edit dense, highbitrate streams/-
files (~250Mbps) originating in Moscow at the Fox 
Sports facility in LA with a better than sub-10 second 
delay was unprecedented.

To support content uploaded to the cloud, Levels 
Beyond leveraged known integrations with AWS 
MediaConvert to create streaming proxies of all 
non-live media. They also used Telestream’s 
Lightspeed Live Capture. That meant users from
across the globe were able to watch, clip and send 
assets as the event happened.



solutions@reachengine.com

www.reachengine.com
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WHAT’S NEXT?
We're always innovating – for the live 
events production industry, and for each 
and every one of our customers.  We’ll be 
glad to discuss how our solutions can work 
for you and offer you a sneak peek at some 
of our upcoming developments. 
Contact us today!

One key challenge was to support more operations in Los Angeles. With the 
exception of a very small ingest team onsite in Paris, all production and playout 
work was done from Los Angeles; including: Core Asset Management, EVS, 
Quantel, Post, etc. The benefits are obvious, resulting in even greater cost 
savings, not to mention the comfort of being able to work “athome” for a majority 
of the Fox Sports technical staff.

Bottom line, Levels Beyond and Fox Sports set a new
standard for producing a live sporting event.

1.9PB
of content

2,000
live feeds

29,000
clips

1,300
show elements

348
editors working 

remotely off 
the cloud

Putting together the best live sporting events was possible because of the teamwork of Fox Sports and 
Levels Beyond, with huge support from Telestream and Aspera. The combination of many of the smartest 

people in the industry, the enthusiasm to take chances and experiment, the resiliency to get back up 
again, the willingness to put egos aside and the genuine desire to tackle that which seems impossible 

makes this effort worthwhile.

The Challenge

“Auto-Archive” was one of the most significant new features for the Women’s 
World Cup. Using Aspera FASPStream technology, Levels Beyond was able to 
stream raw, live, high-resolution content directly into cloud object storage (S3) 
as it was being captured. Because the auto-archive service is directly integrated 
with Reach Engine, there are no manual processes.

The Solution

The Result

Within seconds of the end of the match, all the full resolution content 
was available in the cloud. No more waiting for the post-match manual 
uploading of the high-resolution to complete.

With the auto-archive capability in place for Women’s World Cup,
there was virtually no tear-down time when the event was over.
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